EXPERIENCE
NEW DIMENSIONS!

LEISURE & BUSINESS COMBINED IN ONE ARENA
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SURFING
The stationary wave offers indoor surfing all year-round.

SURFING
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SURFING

OUTDOOR

The stationary wave offers indoor surfing all year-round.
In front of the Arena is a spacious outdoor area with a high-rope climbing park (1), Flying Fox XL-Course (2) and Team Mission Course (3).
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SURFING

OUTDOOR

BODYFLYING

The stationary wave offers indoor surfing all year-round.
In front of the Arena is a spacious outdoor area with a high-rope climbing park (1), Flying Fox XL-Course (2) and Team Mission Course (3).
In the wind channel you can fly with only using your own body.
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BODYFLYING
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SURFING

OUTDOOR

BODYFLYING

EVENT LOCATION

The stationary wave offers indoor surfing all year-round.
In front of the Arena is a spacious outdoor area with a high-rope climbing park (1), Flying Fox XL-Course (2) and Team Mission Course (3).
In the wind channel you can fly with only using your own body.
A modern venue with a multifunctional concept is integrated.

EVENT LOCATION
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SURFING
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BODYFLYING

EVENT LOCATION

The stationary wave offers indoor surfing all year-round.
In front of the Arena is a spacious outdoor area with a high-rope climbing park (1), Flying Fox XL-Course (2) and Team Mission Course (3).
In the wind channel you can fly with only using your own body.
A modern venue with a multifunctional concept is integrated.
This area can also be used as an event area for parties, shows and presentations.
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SURFING

OUTDOOR

BODYFLYING

EVENT LOCATION

The stationary wave offers indoor surfing all year-round.
In front of the Arena is a spacious outdoor area with a high-rope climbing park (1), Flying Fox XL-Course (2) and Team Mission Course (3).
In the wind channel you can fly with only using your own body.
A modern venue with a multifunctional concept is integrated.

EVENT LOCATION

This area can also be used as an event area for parties, shows and presentations.
This is the centre and meeting place of the Arena. Guests arrive here and enjoy good food
in Schweizer’s Kitchen.

Total area: 15,000 m²

RESTAURANT
SURFING
OUTDOOR

BODYFLYING
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RESTAURANT

EVENT LOCATION

SURFING ENJOY YOUR RIDE ON THE STATIONARY WAVE
Unbelievable, 750 cubic metres of water per minute! Meet the real natural power in the Jochen
Schweizer Arena.

SURFING

Together with your surf-instructor and a handrail you make fast progress in surfing. Most of the
visitors surf without any additional help after the first session.

OUTDOOR

The stationary wave reaches a height of up to 140 cm (55 inches). A continuous regulation of the
flow rate and wave-height offer perfect conditions for all ages and levels.

THINGS TO KNOW:
• 	No previous skills required
• Surfing equipment is provided
• Water temperature of 26 °C (79 °F)
offers a Caribbean feeling year-round
• Changing rooms and showers

BODYFLYING

FACTS & FIGURES
• Courses (45 min.) with up
to 12 participants
• Total area 650 m² (777 Yards²)
• From the age of 8

• Experienced surf-instructors
This area is

EXCLUSIV ELY
BO OK ABLE.
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Click me!

RESTAURANT

EVENT LOCATION

OUTDOOR CLIMBING PARK, FLYING FOX XL COURSE & TEAM MISSION COURSE
A lot of spectacular highlights are waiting for you:

RESTAURANT

Click me!

SURFING

In the high-rope climbing park you are reaching new levels step by step.
On the Flying Fox XL Course you will explore the outdoor area from above. Here you are flying over a total
length of 334 metres (365 Yards) through the air.

OUTDOOR

During the Sky Jump you have the feeling of a free fall from a height of 12 metres (13 Yards). Enjoy and
stay cool because you will be braked automatically.

BODYFLYING

At the Abseil Station you set the pace and you are using your climbing skills well secured.
Develop your team spirit! In the Team Mission Course you and your team solve
exciting tasks and overcome obstacles together.

FACTS & FIGURES
• Capacity of up to 220
people an hour

THINGS TO KNOW:

• Total area 4.500 m² (5382 Yards²)

• Facilities have self-belay
systems

• From the age of 6

• Instruction and support by
experienced instructors
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This area is

EXCLUSIV ELY
BO OK ABLE.

EVENT LOCATION

BODYFLYING FLYING IN THE WIND CHANNEL
Experience the free fall! In the wind channel you will find the same flight conditions as you normally
have during skydiving.

Click me!

RESTAURANT
SURFING

Before you start your flight in the wind channel you are practicing flight positions and steering
manoeuvers with your professional flight instructor.

OUTDOOR

You do 2 flight sessions where each session corresponds to the free-fall time of a real parachute
jump of 4.000 metres (4374 Yards).

BODYFLYING

Flight conditions within the channel are so realistic that even
professional formation groups and skydivers train here.

THINGS TO KNOW:

FACTS & FIGURES

• No previous skills required

• Capacity of up to 14 people
in 30 Min.

• Bodyflying equipment is provided

• Total area 650 m² (777 Yards²)

• Permanent support by an
experienced flight instructor

• From the age of 4

This area is

EXCLUSIV ELY
BO OK ABLE.
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EVENT LOCATION

EVENT LOCATION MEETINGS, WORKSHOPS & CONFERENCES
RESTAURANT

The meeting rooms of the Jochen Schweizer Arena can be adapted individually to the type
and size of your event.

Click me!

SURFING

Everything is possible! So you can have meetings outside, enjoy a coffee break close to the
wind channel, and have a great time with your colleagues on the stationary wave.

OUTDOOR

BODYFLYING

THINGS TO KNOW:
• Wi-Fi and co-working zones

FACTS & FIGURES

• Professional working infrastructure

• Capacity of up to
250 people

• Ceiling height of 6 metres
• Rental equipment from projector
to lectern and flipchart required

• 300 m² congress and
meeting space (359 Yards²)

• Professional catering from the
in-house gastronomy

L AleR• upEAto 1,200 guests
TOlusiTA
boo
vely kab
exc
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EVENT LOCATION

EVENT LOCATION PARTIES, SHOWS & PRESENTATIONS
Click me!

RESTAURANT

Celebrate a unique event at the Jochen Schweizer Arena!

SURFING

From an exclusive company celebration in the whole Arena over stunning staging and
product presentations to public screening – everything is possible!
OUTDOOR

The in-house gastronomy offers finger food, luxury buffet or multi course menus.

BODYFLYING

FACTS & FIGURES

THINGS TO KNOW:

• Capacity up to 500 people

•	Mega-screen for public screening

• Total area 300 m² (359 Yards²)

• Mobile stage for shows and concerts

L AleR• upEAto 1,200 guests
TOlusiTA
boo
vely kab
exc
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EVENT LOCATION

EVENT LOCATION CAPACITIES & SEATING OPTIONS
RESTAURANT

Click me!

SURFING

Space

Area Length x width Height

Rows

Gala

Banquet table

Parliamentary

Bar tables + bar stools U-shape
OUTDOOR

		

in m²

in m

in m

1a

Multifunctional event area

300

22 x 13,6

6

300

170

240

190

300

2

Surfing area exclusively

300

6

100

60

80

80

200

3

Wind tunnel exclusively

320		

5,8

50

60

80

40

250

30

3a

Conferences location „Blue“

25

5,2 x 4,8

2,75

18

10

16

12

25

9

3b Conferences location „Sky“

26

5,4 x 4,9

2,75

18

10

16

12

25

9

3ab Conferences location „Blue Sky“

51		

2,75

30

20

20

24

40

18

4

150 seats and individual arrangements

Outdoor gastronomy

60

L AleR• upEAto 1,200 people
TOlusiTA
vely bookab
exc

1

2

3a
3b

4
Floor plan of the Jochen Schweizer Arena
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3

BODYFLYING

EVENT LOCATION

RESTAURANT DISCOVER THE POSSIBILITIES
RESTAURANT

Click me!

SURFING

OUTDOOR

BODYFLYING

In the Jochen Schweizer Arena even gastronomy is an
experience! That is why an in-house gastronomic concept was developed.
Schweizer’s Kitchen offers for every occasion the perfect
enjoyment! It surprises you with newly interpreted
classics, modern kitchen, snacks or sophisticate menus.
All ingredients are fresh, seasonal, preferably regional
and sustainable.
Close to the stationary wave you will find the Beach-Box.
Here you can enjoy snacks, cold drinks and cocktails.
At the Air-Box placed close to the wind channel, you
will find everything you need for breakfast or a coffee
break. Try different coffee specialties, delicious cakes
and tasty muffins!
Outside, you can enjoy classics such as salads, burger or
Wiener schnitzel.
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FACTS & FIGURES
• Capacity up to 150 people
• Outdoor gastronomy up
to 150 people
• Total area 450 m² (538 Yards)

EVENT LOCATION

RESTAURANT DISCOVER THE POSSIBILITIES
RESTAURANT

Click me!

SURFING

À LA CARTE
In the restaurant, at the Beach-Box and at the Air-Box
a wide range of different meals are waiting for you:
choose between snacks, gastronomic classics or
multi course menus.

EVENT CATERING
The Jochen Schweizer Arena offers tailor made
solutions for your catering during meetings. It is
also possible to arrange finger food, champagne
receptions or picnic baskets for a break outside.

KITCHEN
Feel the passion in the open kitchen! Here you
can experience a completely new interpretation
of the modern type of cooking.

COOKING CLASSES
Cook you own food with you colleagues or guests!
With that event you can spice up your meetings
and workshops.
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OUTDOOR

BODYFLYING

ACCESS & PARKING
COMING FROM
NÜRNBERG

COMING FROM
STUTTGART

• Nürnberg circa 1 ¾ hour
• Ingolstadt circa 1 hour
• Landshut circa 1 hour

• Augsburg circa 1 hour

A9

A8

A99
A99

A94

MÜNCHEN
A96

COMING FROM
LINDAU

10 min from the
city center away

A95

• Lindau circa 2 hour

A99
A995

The Arena is only 8, 5 km (8 Miles) from the centre of
Munich away. You will find the Jochen Schweizer Arena
directly on the A8 direction Salzburg. After leaving the
motorway please follow the big Jochen Schweizer tower.
There is plenty of free parking for cars and buses at the
Arena.
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COMING FROM
GARMISCH

• Garmisch circa
1 ¼ hour

The Arena tower is clearly visible from the motorway.

Autobahnkreuz
Süd

JOCHEN SCHWEIZER ARENA
A8

COMING FROM
SALZBURG

• Salzburg circa 1 ½ hour
• Rosenheim circa ¾ hour

ADDITIONAL SERVICES

Our Jochen Schweizer-Staff will support you during your stay. We are pleased to provide you
different offers from our partners like overnight stays, shuttle buses or transfer from your hotel,
airport or train station.
You can also benefit from our experience and our extensive network. Save your time and use
our attractive conditions!
Red carpet, flower decoration or any other special wishes? No problem, we make it happen!
For special events and meetings, the Jochen Schweizer Arena can be booked exclusively.
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CONTACT

Jochen Schweizer Corporate Solutions GmbH • Rosenheimer Str. 145 e • 81671 München

EXPERTISE FOR YOUR COMPANY
Jochen Schweizer Corporate Solutions is your specialist for unforgettable company events,
incentives for employees and lasting customer loyalty.
In addition to our Arena offers, we are pleased to offer you further solutions for the specific
needs of your company.
Please feel free to contact us! We are looking forward to impressing you!

Telefon: +49 89 45 24 455 –982
Fax:
+49 89 45 24 455 –998
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E-Mail:
Web:

arena-events@jochen-schweizer-gruppe.de
jochen-schweizer-corporate.de/arena

